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Abstract. We construct a sequence of monotone Boolean functions h, : (0, 1)” + (0, l}‘, such that 
the monotone complexity of h, is of order n2/log n. This result includes the lar gest known lower 
bound of this kind. Previously there were an L!(,3’2) bound for the Boolean matrix product, an 
0(n 5’3) bound for Boolean sums and an 0(n2/log2 n) bound by the author for the same functions 
h,. This new lower bound is proved by new methods which probably will turn out to be useful 
also for other problems. 
1. Introduction 
This paper improves a lower bound of the paper [13]. We repeat only the most 
important definitions and results of that paper. For further details the reader is 
referred to that paper. 
We investigate again the functions fEN which may be called the “direct product” 
of m matrices of M rows and N columns each. These matrices are denoted by 
We always assume that m 2 2 and MT 2 2. For computing the output function yh*...h, 
(lab 1, . . . p /zm s M) we consider the hlth row of the first matrix, the Fzzth row of 
the second matrix, . . ,. , and the h,th row of thle last matrix. We examine whether 
these rows all tog&her have a common 1. If and only if this is the case yhl. . . h,,, 
equals 1. Thus for 1 &zl,, . . . , h, sM, 
(IIere we have dropped the “ A ” in the product. In this paper ab means (z h b if a 
and b are Boolean functions, variables or a, b E (0, I)., By this definition we get 
Mm outputs. All these outputs together form the function ,f& : {0, llmMN + {0, l}““. 
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We should mention that for I’FI = 2 the function &J computes the ordinary 
Boalean matrix product of the ma,trix 
and the transposed matrix of 
Because of this property we have called fA &,, the “direct product” of IH matrices. 
l’n this paper we determine the monotone complexity of f&N up to a constant. 
Thle: monotone complexity of a function g is the minimal number of gates in a 
Boolean network for g where we have the restriction that only binary A- and 
v -isat ,zs are available. 
Iin Section 2 we discuss the methods which have been used until now to prove 
lower bounds on the monotone complexity of Boollean functions. We also discuss 
the n~:w method which we prf:sent in xhis paper. 
Iln Section 3 we apply the methods of [13] for our new lower bound. We define 
a ccomplexity measure which counts only n-gates in monotone networks under the 
assumption that several functions are given for free. In order to prove lower bounds 
on *Ihe monotone complexity it is sufficient to prove lower bounds on this new 
co::nple:&y measure. By the fact that some functions and all v-gates are given for 
free we rmay change an optimal monotone network for f& without increasing its 
cost with reference to the new complexity measure. By this procedure we get a 
netwar!; for f” MN where we know a lot about its structure. At this point the old 
mlt:thod of fixing some variables in order to eliminate several gates of the network 
is only sufficient for the (2/m)NM” lower bound of [13]. 
In Section 4 we prove our main result, i.e. we improve the lower bound 
to (1,/2>N....” which differs from the upper bound 3NM”’ (see [ 131) only by the 
f’actor 6. 
Afterwards it is easy to define Boolean functions with those properties wh.ich 
wr;: have indicated in the title of this paper. 
We finish this section with some definitions and rotations. Here the variables 
zrli: denoted by x 1, . . . , xn. 
(1) For a monotone function g we denote by C(g) the monotone complexity 
g. C”(gl is the minimal number of /!-gates in monotone networks computing g. 
(21 A function t, which is the product of some variables, is called a monom 
t(x1, . . . , x,) = xj, ’ ’ - xi, 
Of. 
where il, . . . 9 im are different elements of (1, . . . , n}. The length of a monom is the 
number of different vari’ables in its product. In our example the length of t is m. 
(3) The monom t is called an implicant of the monotone function g if f s g, i.e. 
if for any II! E (0, l}” the fact that t(tz) = 1 implies that g(u) = 1. 
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(4) The implicant t of the monotone function g is a prime implicant of g if for 
all monoms t’ the following is true: t c t’ and t # t’ implies that t’ is not an implicant 
of g. By PI(g) we denote the set of all prime implicants of g. 
At this place we note the well-known fact, that for aill monotone functions g 
This representation of g is called the monotone disjunctive normal form of 
g(MDNF(g)). We have used this representation for the definition of yhl..+,. 
Finally we repeat the following notation for functions f, g : N -9 R’: 
2. Methods for proving lower bounds on the monotone complexity of 
Boolean functions 
At the beginning of this section we recall the history of proving lower bounds 
on the monotone complexity of Boolean functions h, : (0, I}” + (0,l)“. The reason 
for this advance is to discuss the possible value of our new method. 
At first we recall that a monotone network may be described by a directed graph 
without cycles where all vertices have indegrec 0 (variables) or indegree 2 (gates). 
One of the first approaches was to forget about the Boolean algebra and to prove 
lower bounds by using graph-theoretical properties. Pippenger and Valiant [8] were 
able to prove for some monotone functions like sorting or Boolean convolution 
that each monotone network for these functions has to be a shifting graph and 
therefore has to have O(n log n) vertices which means i2(n log H) gates. 
A second idea was to fix some variables in order to fulfil the following two aims: 
(1) After this procedure as many as possible gates in the network can be 
eliminated because they are superfluous. A gate becomes uperfluous for example 
if at least one of the two inputs has become a constant function. 
(2) The function which is computed by the network after we have fixed tkese 
variables is a function hi : (0, l}i -) (0, l}i cd the same structure as hn. Then we can 
proceed by induction and may count all gates which we have eliminated. 
This method was used by van Voorhis [ 111 to prove an 6? (n log n) lower bound 
for the sorting function. Lamagna [l] combined the graph-theoretical pproach 
and the ;Ipproach of fixing variables and elimmating ates. By this procedure he 
obtained a general 0(n log n) lower bouncl for many semidisjoint bilinear functions. 
Among others the Boolean convolution and the merging function belong to this 
class of functions. 
Now we mention the approach of investigating the class of Boolean SUIIIS. These 
are functions which may be computed using only v-gates. The idea for the proof 
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of lower bounds is easy. F@rove at first that optimai networks do not contam any 
A-gate,, Aftc!nva;-ds it is not hard to prcve lower bounds under the assumption that 
only v-gates; are available. Unfortunately the first conjecture does not hold. Tarjan 
[IS] proved that in general A -gates may help to compute Boolean sums. Neverthe- 
less iE the outputs are ‘very different” we may use this approach and obtain fi (n 3’2) 
lower bounds (Neciyorok [5], Tarjan [10], Lamagna and Savage [2]). The next 
step was to state conditions under which ~-gates may help only a little, that means 
+g;~tes may reduce the number of necessary gates only by a constant factor. 
Wcgcr~er [I41 was successful in this way. In his paper he used also a methiod of 
the former paper [13], narnely he assumed that certain functions are given for free. 
We &cuss this method later. Generalizing these results Mehlhorn 1133 obtained an 
fl#’ ‘) lower bound which was proved independently by Pippcnger [T]. The 
approach of restricting oneself to the case where only v-gates are available and of 
proving that this restriction does not increase the complexity of certain functions 
too much is obviously only appropriate for Boolean sums and cannot be generalized 
like the methods mentioned before. 
Before one got these !f2(n5’3) lower bounds the following approach was successful. 
One investigated Boolean functions whose prime implicants have at least two 
variables. Besides thil.a these functions have the property that prime implicants of 
the same outpvt have 110 variable in common. Then it is easy to prove that computing 
only one output one ir,eeds at least as many ~-gates as there are prime implicants. 
The different outputs :;hould be defined in such a way that there is no better network 
for all outputs than t31e network which is combined from optimal networks for the 
?;ingle outputs. Such a function is the Boolean matrix product as has been proved 
by Pr:;ttt [9], Paterson [a] and Mehlhorn and Galil[4]. Thus they got f2(n3”) bounds. 
They used the method of fixing variables and eliminating gates. In order to apply 
this rn&od it was necessary to know something about the structure of optimal 
mc>ncstone networks. Mehlhorn and Galil were even able to generalize those ideas 
which were useful for networks computing the Boolean matrix product. They proved 
two replacement rules of the following kind. If a function S, which is computed in 
3 monotone network for g, has some definite properties we may eliminate the gate 
where s is computed and may replace it by a network for some function 3:‘. If s’ 
is a constant or a variable the given network cannot be optimal. For the B’oolean 
matrix product i: was sufficient o use the replacement rule in this special1 form. 
Also it was possible to eliminate all gates which one had discovered before. 
Wegener [ 131 ;nvestiga.ted the functions fE;N which are natural generalizations 
of thi:i Boolean matrix. product. Here one needs applications of one of the replace- 
m~:nt rules where s’ = s v t and where t is a !monom of length less than m. In this 
me the new network would have mgre gates than the given one if we aplply the 
repIacement Ii uf~. In this lway we add some new gates to the ne:work. If the number 
of new gates is large enough it woulJ not be surprising if we were able afterwards 
t,(> prove ilie existence of many gates. The alternative was to assume that we do 
not count v-gates, and that we assume that all monoms of less than m variables 
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are given for free. Then we do not need an:! new gate with positive cost in order 
to compute s’. 
But by assuming that certain things are given for free it may perhaps become 
easy to compute fz~. This does not happen in our situation. We recall that we like 
to plrove the existence of one ~-gate for each prime implicant. Since ad1 prime 
implicants have length m we have furthermore to compute them because only 
monoms of length Iess than m are given for free. By these assumptions it was 
possible to prove the existence of 1~1” different A-gates where the 1M” prime 
implicants x:,1 l l l xrmt (1 &I,. . . , h ,,* 6 M) are computed. Then the method of 
fixing variables and eliminating gates was applied. Unfortunately, one was not able 
to eliminate all Mm A-gates. By the pigeon-hole-principle one could eliminate at 
least (2/m)M’” A-gates leading to the (2/m)M”N lower bouncl. 
Here we see the limits of the method of fixing variables and eliminating gates. 
The va!ae of thi.s method decreases as the length of the prime implicants increases. 
Also one is in g eneral not allowed to assume that one ~-gate is good for only one 
prime implicant. It is surprising that the Boolean matrix product has this property 
but als we may see by some examples this property does not hold if m > 2. 
For these reasons we introduce the following method. We do not associate witlh 
each ~-gate a corresponding prime implicant but we associate with each A -gate a 
value function. This function has the following property. For each ~-gate we 
distribute at most the value 1 to the set of all prime implicants. That means, if we 
take the sum over all prime implicants and if we sum up the values which have 
been distributed from a certain ~-gate to these prime implicants this sum does not 
exceed 1. Therefore the sum over all associated values does not exceed the number 
of A -gates. Afterwards we prove that we have associated with each prime impliczt 
at least the value QI > 0. Then the sum over all associated values is at least a! times 
the number of prime implicants. Thus the number of ~-gates is at leas’t cy times 
the number of prime implicants. In this paper cy = l/2. 
We do not claim that we are the first who had the idea of applying this method. 
On the contrary we believe that nearly everyone who is concerned with lower 
bounds on some complexity measure for Boolean functions has this method in 
mind. In this paper it was for the first time possible to apply successfully this method 
3. An application of known methods for bounding 4he 
mo~hotone complexity of f& 
In Cl.31 (Lemma 4.2) we have applied one of the two replacement rules due to 
Mehlhorn and Galil [4]. We repeat this result in an informal way. For this reason 
we introduce the fo!lowing diction. 
BY Oh, l l ’ 9 h,, I) we abbreviate the prime implicant XL,/ l l l xrml. The monom 
t’ is called a shortening of the monom t if all variables in the product t’ appear 
also in 5. A shortening t’ of t is a proper shortening if some variable of t does not 
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appear in t’. The meaning of lengthening should now be clear. The common part 
of several monoms tl, . . . 9 tr is that monom which consists of all variables which 
appear in each fi (1 =S A’ 6 t). IKere the empty monom means the constant 1. 
Lenma (see [EI]). Let S be a monotone netwcvk computing f;l;N and let s be the 
monotone fun&on, which! is computed at the gate G of Se For some 1 E (1, . . . , N), 
h ,...,i,,.ilt~.~,I;nE(l,..., hi) let not only a shortening qf (il , . . . , i,.,, 1) but also 
a shortenin,c: of ( jl , . . . , jr,,, I> be a prime imp&ant of s. L,et s’ be the common part 
of these two prime implicants. Finally let S’ be produced from S by computing s v s’ 
at a new gate G’ wnd by replacing some of the edges which leave G by edges ieaving 
G’. Ii%e monotone network S’ also computes f&i, 
Now we consider *-networks which are monotone networks with the following 
property. 
Besides the variables also all monoms of less than m variables are 
inputs of the.: network, that means they are given for free. (*) 
By C* resp. C*’ lucre denote the complexity measure C resp. C” restricted to 
rk -networks. Obviously C* =S C and C”’ < C ‘. 
Let us n.o,w consider a *-network for f” MN which consists Of c*^( f I&J) A -gates. 
The following procedure is performed for all gates of the *-network according to 
thei.!* topological order. The topological order has the property that tht=re xists no 
path from G’ to G if (6 precedes G’. Here we use the diction that a prime inplicant 
i*; of type I’ if it is of the form (hl, . . . , h,, I). 
Ft:jr eaclh gate G we perform the following procedure. If the function s, which 
isI ccmput~x$ at G:, has at least two different prime fmplicants which are shortenings 
of prime implicants of type J let sl be the common part of all these prime implicants, 
otlherwise let SI == 0. At a new gate G’ we compute 
A4 edges leaving G in the given network are replaced by edges leaving 6’. 
The functions -91, I ,, . , sal are given for free. Either we have the constant 0 or the 
commchn part calf at least *two different shortenings of prime implicants of type 1. 
This common part has less than m variables because the shortenings are different. 
Therefore the cost of the new #-network, measured by C*“, is the same as lthe cost 
or’ the given :g-network. I3y several applications of the above lemma we can conclude 
that th*: new *-network also computes f&. 
If at some g&e sI == 0 then the prime implicants which consist only of vJa:riables 
x:‘~ me un :Eanged during the procedure and there is at most one shl:>rtening of a 
prirqe implicant of type I: If sI f 0 the shortenings of prime implicants of t:fpe 1 are 
all rep?aced by! sl and the other prime implicaniq consisting only of variables x11 
rtcrnain unchanged Ior they become replaced by s; too. Thus we may conclude the 
f&awing 8or thle new :e-network which is produced by realizing the above p’-_ocedure 
for all gatd:s of the given network according to their topological order. 
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If s is an input of an h-gate, then there is at most one prime implicant which is 
a shortening of a prime implicant of type 1. By elementary properties of ~-gates 
this prlJperty ensures that also outputs of ~-gates contain at most one prime 
implicalt which is a shortening of a prime implicant of type 1. 
These conclusions play in this paper the role of the main lemma in [13]. 
4. The monotone compllexity off& 
By Theorem 3*1(i) of [13] 
c(f&)sN r, M’+(N-1)M”. 
2sism 
We may simplify this upper bound by 
Theorem 1. C( f%) s 3NM” if Ad 2 2. 
In the remainder of this section WC: shall prove 
Theorem 2. 
Here the first two inequalities are obviously correct. 
For the proof of the last inequality we consider a monotone *-network S for 
f;N with C*“(fzN) A -gates land we assume that this networlc has passed the 
procedure of Section 3. Finally we assume that no input of a gate is a constant. 
NOW we define the value function mentioned in Section 2. Let G be an ~-gate 
in S, let s be the function computed at G and let s’ resp. s” be the left resp. right 
input function of G. Then s = s’s“. By the results of Section 3 the functions s, s’ 
ands”haveforeachk{l,..., N} ai most one prime implicant which is a shortening 
of a prime implicant of type I!. Ltst 1~ iI,. . e 9 iq s N be chosen, such that the 
following properties are fulfillecl: 
(i) il , . . . , iq are different; 
(ii) A. prime implicant sr of s is cif type ir (1 k r‘s 4); 
(iii) A. prime implicant s: of s’ is .a proper shortening of sr (1 s r 6 4); 
(iv) There does not exist &+I E { 1, . . . , N}, such that properties (i)-(iii) are fulfilled 
for il, . . . , iq, iq+l. 
Then we define the value fun&on z& in the following way. v& associates the 
value (24)-l with all prime implicants l, . . . , s, and it associates 0 with all other 
prime implicants off&. Thus 
c c &(hl, . . . , km, IF l/2. 
l=zhI.....h,-- -=M l==lsN 
Z!r3 
&Iore precioel~, either this sum is equal to I,/ 2 or it is equal to 0. Ely xplacing s:’ 
Iby s” we de!Sn,c: in a similar way o& Finally 
c(h, “, r 1’ . , h,, 1) := c v&l,. . .y h,, 1) > l/2.. 
GIG h-gate in S 
If we have proved this claim the assertion of the theorem follows in the folbowing 
Wa-j: 
c c c v&l,. . l 9 h,, 1) > (1/2)N114”. 
lsh I....Jtms-M lsI=sN GIG /\-gate in S 
Combining this inequality with the inequality above we obtain 
c*“(f&) > (1/2)NM”‘. 
In order to prove the claim we consider the subnetwork Shl,...,h,J of !? which 
con&s of’ tqe following gates and inputs: 
(ii Each gatli: tL, which is connected with the output yhl...h,,, alnd whex at all 
gates of this path (including G) (h 1, ., . . , h,, 2) is a p?:irne implicant of the computed 
function, belotl;gs t0 shl,__ Jgn ,l l 
(ii’) l[f aa inpllt of a gate G clescribed in (i) is not C’L gate described in (i) it is an 
input of j;hI ,.._, c,,, f 1. By this construction we obtain a connected subsl!cetwork &I,...,h,,~ 
Wih eXady one Output where y+.&, is computed. $y (definition o !inpUt of &I,...,h,,~ 
contaks t hie prime implicant (hl, . ,, . , h,, 1) while at all gates of 
sh ~....,llJ~~1, l * 4’ , Jz,~, Q is a prime implicant of the computed functicn, 
We cdexribe two properties of the inputs of &I,...,h,,~. 
Plr If both input functions of a gate G of ShI,...,h,J are inputs of &,,,...,h,J the 
gate G is an P..-gate. 
Qtherzk it wl;,uld be an v-gate where ( hl, . . . 9 h,, I) is- not a prime implicant 
of any input, but a prime implicant of the function computed at 6. We get a 
cm tradiction because at v -gate:s no new prime implicant is created. 
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P2: If an input of Sh I,...,h,,,,l enters an /\-gate G of & l....,hm,l a proper shortening 
of (hl,..., h,, I) is a prime implicant of this input. 
Since (hl, . . . , h,, 1) is a prime implicant of the function computed at G, for each 
of the two inputs there has to exist a shortening of (hl, . . . , h,, I) which is a prime 
implicant of this input. This is one of the elementary properties of ~-gates. Since 
by definition (Ial, . . . 1 h,, 1) itself is not a prime implicant of an input the prime 
implicant described above has to be a proper shortening of (hl, + . . , h,, I). 
Now let 81, . . . , so be the inputs of Sh Ir..., h,,J which enter ~-gates. By Pl this set 
is not empty and by P2 for each of the functions $1,. . . , sD there exists a proper 
shortening of (kl, . . . , h,, I) which is a prime implicant of this function. For each 
Si (1 G i G _D j we choose an A-gate Gi Of & I ,..., h,J where Si is an input. Let v & be 
equal to v&, resp. v& if si is the eft resp. right input of Gi. By the definition of our 
value function v& (hi, ‘ . . , h,, 1) > 0. In order to prove the claim it is sufficient o 
prove that 
because in this sum we do not count any value twice. 
This inequality is proved by contradiction. Therefore we assume that 
1 v&(hl, . . . , h,, 1) s 112. 
lGi6D 
We use the notation 
bi := 2&,h.. l 9 km 0. 
Then our assumption reads 
bl+ l 9 *+bDd, 
W.l.0.g. 
We now choose prime implicants wi of si with the following properties: 
(i) A lengthening w T of wi is a prime implicant of the function computled at Gi ; 
(ii) v$,(w+O; 
(iii) The type of w: is different from the type of wf, . . . , WY-1. 
We may always choose wl, such that wf =(!zl,. . . , h,, I), because 
V$i(hl, l l l 9 h,,l)>O for l&s= *D. If it would not be possible to choose wi in the 
way described above, then ivzi (E’) > 0 for at rnost i - 1 prime implicants. That means 
bi 2 (i - l)-’ and by assumption that 613 l l l > bo we conclude 
Thus we may choose ~1, . . . , wD in the way described above. 
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Sinc(e zvi is a prime implican t d sJ we can co,nclude 
Further:rnorc;: VW can prove that 
Qtherwise be could fix the varizrbles h such a way that alI Si compute 1 but yhl -h,,, 
computes 0 
In this stuation S~sl,..., mh 1 would be a monotone network with the following 
properties. AlI inputs entering A-gates equal 1 and all gates of S~I,...,h,,,,l whosle both 
inputs me inputs of A& ,,..., nr h I are ~-gates. But the output of Sk 1 ,...,h,,,,f eqtials (1. 
y an easy induction on the tOpOlOg:iCal Order of the gates of ShI,...,h,J wle prove 
11hat each gaze the constant 1 is computed. This yields the desired contradiction, 
‘The first gate 5s by Property 1 an A-*g,ate, both inputs equal I and therefore the 
output equals I._ Considering an A gate of Shl,...,h,,. each input of the gate computes 
1, &her by the induction hypothersis [(if it is not an input of Shl,...,h,J> or by the 
aSI;ilmptiOn that all si are equal to 1 (i% it is an input Of ShI,..:,h,,,,& Considering an 
+;;ate of Sk,, ..,,+,,I by Property 1 IOne input of this gate is not an input of S~zI,...X~~,~. 
“iI%t=refore thi:, input equals I. by the irrduction hypothesis and we can conclude that 
the output of the vsgate equals 1. 
/4ltOgethea we have proved that 
wl ’ ” l WD ~Yhl...h,. 
Let li be the type of WT. U’i consists only of variables of type Zi and is by definition 
21! p-Open shortening of w 7. Therefore I#?, consists of at most m - 1 variables, of type 
1;. Purtber.tn~~re by definition of wl, . . . , wp) the types 21, . . . , ID are different. If 
exz:.ctly all variables of wl, . . . , wD are fixed to I while all other variables are fixed 
to 0 t’hen a”u most 01 - 1 variables of each type equal 1. In this situation yhl.. h,,, 
con&ting of prime impiicants of tn variables of one type each equals 0. 
‘Thus we have disproved that 
wn l l ’ WD 6 yhl...h,. 
Combining our results we have now proved the inequality 
:E v&(hl, e . . , h,, I) > l/2 
1 <is;D 
and by this inequality also Theorem 2. 
In [ 133 we have proved 
C*“(f&‘l> (2/m)?h?M"' 
While in this ‘paper we got 
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Our new bortnd is better if m 34 while for m = 2 or m = 3 the bound of 1‘133 is
slightly better. We have already mentioned in [13] that for nz = 2 the old bound 
was even op^aimal. We see in the next section that we obtain particularly large lower 
bounds if m tends to infinity while the number of variables increases. Therefore 
by our new bound we can prove larger lower bounds than by the old bound. 
The upper and the lower bound of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 differ only by a 
factor of 6, It is easy to see that C**(fsN) sNM”. 
Therr:fore our lower bound could only be better by a factor of 2. ILater we discuss 
why we were not able to get rid of this gap. Before this discussion we apply our 
results. 
5, Boolean funstions whose monotone complexity is of size n ‘E log n 
We introduce the following notation. If g : (0, 1)” + (0, l}m is defined: we also 
denote the following function: g’ : (0, l}n+n’+ (0, l},+, where n’, m’ E No b!s g. 
Vl G i G m: g: (x1, . . . , xn+ne) := gi(.xg, l . v , X,), 
Obviously for all complexity measures the complexity of g equals the comlplexity 
of g’. 
For n 24 let m(n) := Ilog* nJ, M(n) := 2 and N(n) :- Ln1/(2 log2 M)]. Since 
m (n)M(n)N(n) d n and M(n)mcn’s n we may define h, : (0, l}” +(O, 1)” by 
k := f%kv,n)~ 
Theorem 3. The monotone functions h, are explicitly defined and L?(n 2/lag n) = 
C(h,) = O(n*/log n). 
This theorem is a direct consequence of our bounds of Section 4. 
By elementary calculus we see that the monotone complexity of all functions 
h; : (0, 1)” + {O!, 1)” which are equal to some f zN is bounded above by 0(n2jlog n). 
Thus by our rc;:sults we cannot prove lower bounds whose size is larger than the 
bound of Theorem 3. We may only improve the bound by a small constant factor 
if we choose m’(n ) := ilog, n), M’(n) := 3 and N’(n) := Inji.3 log3 n)] for 12 ~9. 
6. Concluding remarks 
(1) In WI we Jhave generalized the results of [ 133 in ol-der to evaluate the 
monotone complexity of disjoint monotone multilinear forms 5Jow it is agam easy 
to extend the results of this paper to the class of disjoint monotone multilinear 
forms yielding a lower bound which equals half the number of prime implicants of 
the investigated function. By this extension of our results we are not able to prove 
larger lower bounds as in this paper. 
(2j The conjecture 
is still open. A prosf of this conjecture would not be very importanr but it will 
give perhaps more insight in our methods. In order to prove this conjecture one 
has to ask why we cannot get rid of the factor l/2 in our lower bound. 
While the author was trying to prove this desired lower bound he observed that 
one cann0t get bettIer lower bounds using the same value function. He constructed 
msnot0ne networks for f&N where v(hi, . . . , hkv I) = (i + 1)/(2i) wIrich for every 
positive E is smaller than (f/2) -I- E if i is sufficiently large. 
Udng one of these networks nearly all A -gates G have only value: l/2 since 
1;‘(G) = c;B and v”(rG) = l/2 or vice versa. For another network v(G) = 0 for nearly 
half of al! r8 -gates and IJ (G) == 1 for the other half. 
Also we have examples of *-networks for f” MN with NMm n-gates- where several 
gates are good for different outputs. 
(3) We believe that the method of using value functions will turn out to be an 
important ool for th$z proof of lower bounds not only on the monotone complexity 
sf Boolean functions but also on the non-monotone complexity of Boolean 
functions, 
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